Decisive Cybersecurity Protections by Seasoned Experts
Fortify Now For Piece Of Mind Always.

Building and sustaining robust cybersecurity defenses takes the skills of a proven
partner who understands your business just as well as the latest digital threats.
The risk of cyberattacks continue to rise. Enterprises - long the primary target of hackers – are no longer alone. SMB's
have become the "low-hanging fruit", and are ﬁnding themselves in uncharted territories. Partnering with an
experienced cybersecurity ﬁrm to help forge practical policies and mitigate risk has become essential.

Why Work with Manhattan Tech Support as Your
Dedicated Cybersecurity Partner?
Fully Customized cybersecurity protections that are built on federal guidelines like the

On-demand access to
a skilled team of
award-winning
cybersecurity defenders

National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework
and others.
An accomplished security team with decades of experience who will leverage the
latest security intelligence and techniques to mitigate risk at your organization.
Fully-managed cybersecurity solutions give you comprehensive, ﬂat-rate support
that keeps your budget predictable and business protected from current, and
ever-evolving cyber threats.

Comprehensive Solutions That Address All Your
Security Needs
Flat-rate managed
cybersecurity solutions
to simplify budgeting

Because even a single vulnerability can lead to intrusion, Manhattan Tech Support,
backed by its specialized cybersecurity division Kaytuso, provides vigilant security that
protects all your technology.
24/7 security monitoring detects and responds to incidents as early as possible, helping
to mitigate the damage of cyberattack and keeping valuable data safe
Mobile and cloud security that helps you embrace greater productivity, ﬂexible work
arrangements, and the latest mobile technologies with conﬁdence
Awareness training for employees ensures that your front-line cyber defense — your
staff — know what not to do in the event of an attack
We help companies safely meet a wide range of compliance requirements, including

With love from New
York City – serving
companies nationwide

HIPAA, PCI-DSS, NYS-DFS, NY SHIELD, California’s CCPA, and many others

All this for

one flat monthly fee
There’s an urgent need for rock-solid cybersecurity protections

A dedication to worldclass customer service
and satisfaction

76%

69%

76% of all small and
midsized businesses in the
U.S. experienced a
cyberattack in the last 12
months.

212-299-7673

69% of all businesses enterprises and SMBs reported losing sensitive
information - an increase
f rom 50% in 2016.

www.ManhattanTechSupport.com

60%
60% of small businesses
fold within 6 months of a
cyberattack due to
irreversible damages and
ﬁnancial losses.

info@manhattantechsupport.com

